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Abstract—With the advent of the era of network,, information

I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NETWORK TEACHING

technology has penetrated into many fields such as politics,

PLATFORM LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR THE NETWORK

economy, culture and so on. Human's production mode, life

TEACHING PLATFORM OF THE IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL

style and learning way have changed greatly. The traditional

COURSE

educational mode has been unable to meet the diverse needs of
students. Our educational reform and development are facing

At present, the network teaching platform of Ideological

unprecedented challenges. The driving point of educational

and political course has made remarkable achievements:

reform is to drive educational modernization with educational

from the original resource storage and learning management

information. In this context, the ideological and political

platform to the comprehensive platform of network teaching

theory needs a new teaching model to make up for the

nowadays, In the platform, teachers can publish curriculum

shortcomings of the traditional teaching model. After a series

contents, students can download data and learn curriculum

of explorations, it is found that the teaching mode, which is

knowledge, and teachers and students can interact on online

based on classroom teaching and the network teaching is

teaching integrated platform. The network teaching platform

supplemented, is a new model in line with the requirements of

includes functions such as teacher guidance, interaction

the times. The network teaching platform of the ideological

between teachers and students, and campus network services,

and political course has emerged as a new part of the network

and has the characteristics of resource richness, interaction,

teaching.

convenience

and

openness.

The

multi-function

of

Ideological and political education network teaching
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Network;

platform enriches the teaching content and teaching form,

Countermeasures

and makes up for the shortcomings of traditional ideological
and political course, and gradually forms a teaching mode

The network teaching platform is first appeared in

mainly based on classroom teaching, supplemented by

foreign countries. At present, there are two main network

online teaching platform, closely integrated online and

teaching platforms in the world, including commercial

offline, and complemented.

platform and open source platform. The main business

II. THE INFLUENCE FACTORS OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE

platforms are Learning Space, Virtual, Blackboard, Top

APPLICATION OF THE NETWORK TEACHING PLATFORM IN THE

Class, etc.; open source platforms include Atutor, Sakai,

IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL COURSE

Moodle, LAMS, Claroline and so on. The network teaching

This paper adopts comprehensive index method analysis,

platform contains many languages and is easy to use, so it

the qualitative and quantitative issues, determine the weight

has been widely used in the world.

of each factor level index through expert scoring method,
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student questionnaire survey to determine the value of the

platform of Ideological and political education directly affect

two indicators, level indicators and two indicators through

the platform application, but compared with the other three

setting calculation method, calculates four factors that

factors, the impact weight is relatively low (0.718).

influence the value of the primary and secondary factors for
TABLE I.

observation effect of Ideological and political course
network teaching platform, provide the basis for improving

LEVEL INDEX WEIGHT

Target layer

First level index

the ideological and political course network teaching

weight

University
Wg

0.785

Wp

0.796

Teachers’ team

Wj

0.762

Student

Wx

0.718

platform. The first level indicators are the 4 leading factors

The influence factors of

Support

of university support, network teaching platform, teachers

the network teaching

Network teaching

and students. The two level indicators are the subdivision

platform of the ideological

platform

indicators of 4 leading factors: University support, network

and political course

teaching platform, teachers and students. The index
comprehensive analysis method can be more comprehensive
and accurate to reflect the influence degree of the various

The determination of the influence degree of the two

factors of the application of the network teaching platform in

level index is based on students' preferences for each index.

the ideological and political course.

After the assignment of preferences, the results calculated by

According to the score of expert score, the score of the 4

the above formulas are calculated. The result concentrates

leading factors is more uniform, and it is basically

on the students' desire for the two level index and is also

maintained at about 0.76, but there is a difference. From the

considered to be the student's score on the two level

point of view, the construction of network teaching platform

indicators. From the calculation results, we can see that the

is the main factor influencing the operation status, its weight

indicators with higher scores are mainly distributed in the

is 0.796, and above the students on the ideological and

construction of network teaching platform. Among them, the

political course network teaching platform running the

convenience, management and maintenance and module

deficiencies of cognition are basically the same, that network

integrity of the ideological and political education online

teaching platform construction lag is the main problem.

teaching platform are the 3 highest scoring indicators, which

University support is a secondary factor, and the impact

are 2.915, 2.657 and 2.635 respectively. As a whole, the

weight is 0.785. This indicates that factors such as slow

students' score on the two level index is relatively low,

network speed, small number of computer rooms and

which indicates that the students' cognition of the network

computer aging, and insufficient attention to the use of

teaching platform for the ideological and political course is

network teaching platform have hindered the effective

less than that of the students.

implementation of the network teaching platform of
III. IDEAS AND COUNTERMEASURES TO STRENGTHEN THE

Ideological and political education. The influence weight of
teachers is 0.762, has a significant impact on the teachers of

CONSTRUCTION OF NETWORK TEACHING RESOURCES IN THE

Ideological and political course of network teaching

IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL THEORY COURSE OF COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

platform for effective operation and function development,
the use of the teaching platform has a guiding role, has the

A. Developing the teaching resources module of the

responsibility to promote and encourage the students to use

ideological and Political Theory Course

the network ideological and political course teaching

To give full play to the great advantages of the campus

platform, at the same time in a timely manner to improve

network, the construction of the campus network has been

and adjust the teaching content, enrich teaching forms etc..

quite perfect. A series of teaching resources platform, such

Students' cognition, demand and input to the online teaching

as educational administration system, library, excellent
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course teaching resources, has been collected. On this basis,

eyes only put in their own small circle, put in their own

the teaching resources of theoretical courses are shared on

universities, pay more attention to the development of other

the Internet, providing help for the reform of teaching means

regions of the country, and the world of network ideological

and methods, and laying a solid foundation for the

and political education, through the establishment of a

development of web-based courses. The establishment of

shared regional and national website, strengthen interaction,

ideological political course teaching resources of the

not only for academic exchange, is the exchange of ideas.

network module should include: the name, course syllabus,

The establishment of a shared web site will not only enrich

teaching courseware, teaching materials, teaching case,

the construction of the network resource base, but also make

reading practice requires a series of teaching resources, and

the academic exchange more convenient. In order to

these resources will be fully integrated to form a complete

facilitate teachers and students to better understand the

teaching resource library.

dynamic of teaching resources, it lays a solid foundation for
the network teaching of Ideological and political theory.

B. Establishing interaction and communication module
between teachers and students

IV. CONCLUSION

WeChat lecture. WeChat provides a platform for brief

College Ideological and political theory course teaching

comments and opinions related to the curriculum for college

resources of the network construction of network ideological

teachers and students. Micro-blog lecture. If the WeChat

and political course teaching can promote greatly, it can

lecture is only a short point of view and an exchange of

realize the further development of network ideological and

views, then, micro-blog provides a good platform for

political course teaching resources sharing, network political

teachers to publish long views and views. The teacher can

course teaching content, enrich the thinking to stimulate

make a complete and detailed interpretation of the

students' learning enthusiasm, improve the ideological and

ideological and political theory on its own micro-blog for

Political Theory Course Teaching of high school network

the shortcomings of the WeChat lecture, which is not

effect.

detailed and unsystematic. Through the answer to the
students' message, the interaction between teachers and
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THE INFLUENCE DEGREE OF THE TWO LEVEL INDEX

First level index

Two level index

Influence degree

Network infrastructure

X ga

2.423

Related training

X gb

2.276

Convenience

X pa

2.915

University support

The influence

Network teaching

Resource richness

X pb

2.454

factors of the

platform

Module integrity

X pc

2.635

network teaching

Management and maintenance

X pd

2.657

platform of the

Degree of attention

X ja

2.251

Teachers’ propaganda

X jb

2.352

Self use

X jc

2.507

Student cognition

X xa

2.224

Student input

X xb

2.165

Student needs

X xc

2.406

ideological and

Teachers’ team

Political Course

Students
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